CKRSEF Awards 2013

**Middle School Life Sciences Awards**

Noah Phillips, Carter G. Woodson
Austin Li, Winburn
Annie Gill, St. Leo
Ben Henault, SCAPA
Liz Graves, Winburn
Logan Bechanan, Nicholas County MS
Ben Halcomb, Model Lab
Brenna Wallin, LTMS
Sundus Ghuneim, Lexington Universal
Dee Dee Wheeler, Sayre
Anna Baskin, Winburn
Sarah Byrd, Morton
Merrick Johnson, Nicholas County MS
Rebecca Eaves, Conkwright MS
Kayla Duncan, Seton Catholic
Ellie Woodward, Lexington Christian
Daniel Morris, Conkwright MS
Kayley-Clay Letcher, Conkwright MS
Reganne Miller, Nicholas County MS
Lily Meekin, St. Peter & Paul
Anthony McKenzie, Conkwright MS

**Kentucky Society of Professional Geologists Awards**

Malcolm Gooding, Cassidy
Aly Blankenship, Tates Creek Elementary
Abby Wasgnock, Lexington Christian
Jamel Weathers and Shekinah Harvey, Yates Elementary
Emily Davis, Lexington Christian
Jake Topley, Christ the King
Adam Wier, Lexington Christian
Meredith Huffman, Home School
Luke Martin, Conkwright MS
Kamren Gatson and Adam Bradley, Caudill MS
Alex Lucas and Sharif Jamald, Dunbar

**Kentucky Society of Professional Geologists Best of Fair**

Nicholas Imam, Winburn and Micah Eiden, Home School
Middle School Physical Sciences Awards

Dylan Pashal, Sandersville Elementary
Claire Russell, Home School
Stan Shelby and Anthony Wright, Carter G. Woodson
Mason McCollum, St. Peter & Paul
Elena Smith, Model Lab
Isaiah Gaunce and Cameron Reid, Nicholas County MS
Justin DeRosa, St. Leo
Wilson Switzer, Nicholas County MS
Javier Gonzáles-Napoleoni, Rowan County MS
Theodore Ehrenborg, Morton
Sierra Wyllie and Bryanna Taylor, Ashland Elementary
David Vulakh, Meadowthorpe Elementary
Isaac Abernathy, LTMS
Will Gregory, St. Peter & Paul
Seth Russell, Home School
Eric Witt, St. Leo
Caden Pearson, Ashland Elementary
4th grade Category Awards

Animal Sciences
1st Natalie Polly, Liberty
2nd Grace Inocencio, Athens-Chilesburg

Behavioral and Social Sciences
1st Isabella Squire, Sandersville
2nd Patrick Hill, Glendover

Chemistry
1st Eryn Keenan, Breckenridge
2nd Hannah Fyffe, Liberty
3rd Isabella Nicolosi, St. Leo

Earth and Planetary Science
1st Malcolm Gooding, Cassidy
2nd Aly Blankenship, Tates Creek Elementary

Engineering
1st Sreerenjini Surendran, Glendover
2nd Brayden Mefford, Sandersville

Environmental Sciences
1st Lizzie Rice, Athens-Chilesburg
2nd Brooks Havlicek, Liberty

Microbiology
1st Cade Smith, Lexington Christian
2nd Victoria Holliday, Meadowthorpe
3rd Rileigh Smith, Liberty

Physics and Astronomy
1st Graham Wilson, Athens-Chilesburg
2nd Monica Seitz, St. Leo
3rd Lindy Fischer, Dixie

Plant Sciences
1st Gareth Watson-Mills, Tates Creek Elementary
2nd Mia Truesdell & Emma Craig, Cassidy
3rd Andrew Lewis, Liberty

4th Grade overall
1st Graham Wilson, Athens-Chilesburg
2nd Sreerenjini Surendran, Glendover
3rd Brayden Mefford, Sandersville
Department of Psychology Awards

Maura Coriale, St. Peter & Paul
Petra Ronald, Dunbar

Department of Physics & Astronomy Awards

Colby Waters and James Robinson, Maxwell Elementary
Nicole Wong, Meadowthorpe Elementary
Taylor Colony, Beaumont
Adeline Yates, Trinity Christian
Ronit Kar, Winburn
Noah Dent, Conkwright MS
Rachel Seevers, Beaumont
Vincent Cao, Dunbar
Hayato Furuki, Dunbar

Regional Special Awards

American Psychological Association Award

Petra Ronald, Dunbar

Office of Naval Research Awards

William Klement, Winburn
Brenna Wallin, LTMS
Sarah Byrd, Morton
Valerie Sarge, Dunbar
Matthew Russell, Home School

U. S. Army Awards

Sibi Rajendran, Franklin County HS
Alice Liu, Dunbar
Dylan Rowe, Dunbar
Jessie Li, Dunbar

Army Best of Fair:  Trevor Krolak, Dunbar

U. S. Air Force Awards

Rachel Seevers, Beaumont
Dee Dee Wheeler, Sayre
Ellie Woodward, Lexington Christian
Julia D’Orazio, Morton
ASM Materials Education Foundation Award
John Luan, Dunbar

Intel Excellence in Computer Science Award
Alex Sottile, Dunbar

Mu Alpha Theta Outstanding use of Mathematics
David Vulakh, Meadowthorpe Elementary

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Pulse of the Planet Award
Luke Martin, Conkwright MS

National Society of Professional Engineers Award
William Klement, Winburn

Society for In Vitro Biology
Max Zahn, Dunbar

Yale Science & Engineering Award
Iven Yang, Dunbar

Surgeon General Award
Sarah Byrd, Morton

Stockholm Junior Water Award
Will Kimmerer, Sayre
Megan Kamb, Dunbar
James Birchfield, Dunbar

International Sustainable World Project Award
Will Kimmerer, Sayre
Middle School Category Awards

Animal Sciences
1st  Tory Stephenson, SCAPA
2nd  Alexix Corbin, Lexington Christian
3rd  Braeden Bowen, Winburn

Behavioral and Social Sciences
1st  Maura Coriale, St. Peter & Paul
2nd  Benjamin Adair, Christ the King
3rd  Alexis Land, Gregory Curtis, & David Sullivan, Bryan Station MS

Biochemistry
1st  Megan Slusarewicz, Winburn

Cellular and Molecular Biology
1st  Kayla Duncan, Christ the King
2nd  Will Rizer, St. Peter & Paul

Chemistry
1st  Elana Smith, Model Lab
2nd  Thirushan Wignakumar, Winburn
3rd  Abigail Kessler & Keeley Justice, Christ the King

Earth and Planetary Science
1st  Nicholas Imam, Winburn
2nd  Micah Eiden, Home School
3rd  Meredith Huffman, Home School
Engineering: Electrical & Mechanical

1st  William Klement, Winburn
2nd  Eric Witt, St. Leo
3rd  Seth Russell, Home School

Engineering: Material and Bioengineering

1st  Cayden Pearson, Ashand Elementary
2nd  Waylon Taulbee, Conkwright MS

Energy and Transportation

1st  Russell Scaife, Bryan Station MS
2nd  Justin DeRosa, St. Leo
3rd  Cole Johnson, Conkwright MS

Environmental Management

1st  John Barton, Morton
2nd  Eric Cao & Ananth Miller-Murthy, Winburn
3rd  Dalia Al-Sous, Lexington Universal

Environmental Sciences

1st  Brenna Wallin, LTMS
2nd  Sundus Ghuneim, Lexington Universal
3rd  Anna Baskin, Winburn

Mathematical Sciences

1st  David Vulakh, Meadowthorpe
2nd  Theodore Ehrenborg, Morton
3rd  Javier González-Napoleoni, Rowan County MS
Medicine and Health Sciences

1st Sarah Byrd, Morton
2nd Joseph Layne, Southern
3rd Julia D’Orazio, Morton

Microbiology

1st Emily Liu and Elise Partain, LTMS
2nd Charlie Frederick, Ashland Elementary
3rd Tammy Ray, Tates Creek MS

Physics and Astronomy

1st Amanda Wallin, LTMS
2nd Rachel Seevers, Beaumont
3rd Ronit Kar, Winburn

17. Plant Sciences

1st Saif Ahmed, Winburn
2nd Taylor Edwards, Rosa Parks Elementary
3rd Michael Navis, Lexington Christian

Middle School Overall Awards

1st Amanda Wallin, LTMS
2nd Brenna Wallin, LTMS
3rd Maura Coriale, St. Peter & Paul
High School Category Awards

Animal Sciences
1st Leo deCastro, Henry Clay
2nd Jacob Sanchez, Dunbar
3rd Elizabeth Schwarcz, Sayre

Behavioral and Social Sciences
1st Petra Ronald, Dunbar
2nd Vania Ma, Dunbar
3rd Najm Shaikh, Dunbar

Biochemistry
1st Jessie Li, Dunbar
2nd Alice Liu, Dunbar
3rd Max Zhan, Dunbar

Cellular and Molecular Biology
1st Jerry Guo, Dunbar
2nd Trevor Krolak, Dunbar
3rd Will Oldham, Dunbar

Chemistry
1st Corrine Elliot, Dunbar
2nd Nelson Ng, Dunbar
Computer Science

1st  Alex Sottile, Dunbar
2nd  Dustin Doss, Dunbar
3rd  Robert McGillivray, Dunbar

Earth and Planetary Sciences

1st  Alex Lucas and Sharif Jamald, Dunbar

Energy & Transportation

1st  Valerie Sarge, Dunbar
2nd  John Luan, Dunbar
3rd  Iven Yang, Dunbar

Engineering: Electrical & Mechanical

1st  Matthew Russell, Home School
2nd  James Birchfield and Megan Kamb, Dunbar
3rd  Hayley Anderson, Trinity Christian

Engineering: Material and Bioengineering

1st  Rohin Lohe, Dunbar
2nd  Rebecca Schladt, Dunbar
3rd  Ryan Draper and Christopher Merchak, Dunbar

Environmental Management

1st  Ally Gabbard and Yesmina Zakharia, Sayre
Environmental Sciences
1st Will Kimmerer, Sayre
2nd Ellinor Tai and Karla Ladino, Dunbar
3rd Christine Brandewie, Dunbar

Medical & Health Sciences
1st Julie Graf, Dunbar
2nd Aaron Karp, Dunbar
3rd Mike Yang, Dunbar

Microbiology
1st Leia Wedlund, Dunbar
2nd Maria Wang, Dunbar
3rd Silja Richter, Dunbar

Physics and Astronomy
1st Vincent Cao, Dunbar
2nd Hayato Furuki, Dunbar
3rd Zhi-Zhang Yan, Dunbar

17. Plant Sciences
1st Deborah Ferguson, Dunbar

High School Overall Awards
1st Vincent Cao, Dunbar
2nd Jessie Li, Dunbar
3rd Petra Ronald, Dunbar